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I am a teacher of English.I am fond of poetry.I have been interested in romantic
poetry.I like to read about W Black, W Wordsworth, Colorige.
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A  Message From Under Water
 
A message from under water
 
If you are my true lover, please leave me.
If you are my doctor please! help me to heal from you
If i know love is too dangerous, I  won'tlove
If I know that the sea is so deep, I can't sail,
If I know my end, I can't start
I am longing for you, so teach me not be longing for you
Teach me how to cut your root of love from its base
Teach me how the eyedrop will die in the pupils of the eyes
Teach me how love will die and longing will sucide
You visilize this globe as a poem
You plant your cuts into my chest and you take patience
If you are my dear lover, take my hands
I am head over
heels in love with you
The blues waves are in your cuning eyes
Call me to deepness
I have no experience for love
I have no yacht
I am drowning, I am drwowing
I breathe under water
I am drowning, drowing, drowing
You are all my past and present, my ages
Do you hear a voice from deep sea?
If you are strong, save me from this deep sea.
I don't know how to swim
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A Friend From Spain
 
I 've met a friend from Spain,
For his country, I can't disdain.
His words are sweet,
His elegance is complete.
His snail mail is clever and long
The style is perfect, not wrong,
For his traits, I can sing a song.
I have never met him face to face,
For his personality I can guess and trace.
I can't probe the inner self,
He tells the truth, not an elf
To travel to Spain may be an aim,
The aim may be bright, not dim
Travel overseas,
Stable mind is a disease
Once upon a time
I 've met an amego  who 's prime
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A Happy End
 
I have no food or drink,
but I need to think.
I have pen and ink,
Having ideas to link.
I have no deceit or wink.
I look at the clock,
It 's too late to read a book.
I decide to sleep,
no noise or peep.
I dream  of lovely girl.
pretty make thrill.
Now, i start to comprehend
That's a happy end.
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A Holiday
 
At eleven o'clock
I read a book
I go to the mosque,
Green trees from the nook,
I use a string and a hook,
So, i go to the river to have a look,
I stand beside the rock,
I give a fish to Mom to cook.
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A Woman
 
You are a woman of fair.
For you. the oppression can disappear
You are a flower having smart scent in the park,
You are my candle in the dark.
You dignify me as a respectful man,
I put you in my eyes as long as I can.
I can surrender to you as you have white heart,
To marry you, we are one unit
We can't be a part.
You smile for me, I feel the world smile,
You are natural, you can't use any device.
You always advise me 'for Allah, you must fear'
Faith and honesty you make me gear
I  have put a crown on your head,
For great tasks you did.
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A Woman Of Nobility
 
She is a woman of nobility,
       She refuses nothing but piety.
       Islam honors her, mastering morality,
       behaving well, no vulgarity.
       He-jab honors her face,
       light follows her in every trace.
       She is an angel flying in the sky of mercy,
       Landing here and there, I can't imagine what i see.
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Admiration
 
I can't forget your picture,
I confess you 're the best creature,
lovely, sweet, beautiful feature,
Smart, cute, pretty nature
Are you a wise woman or a good teacher?
I admire your sound of mind,
I have a desire you are the best mankind.
I can smell flowers from your face.
You are shy, escape, I can't chase.
I call you to come back.
I am blind, the sky becomes black
Oh I've lost my brain
The sun smiles again,
I smell perfume everywhere
Wonderful Spectrum is over there,
She touches me from my back,
She is not an enemy, i can't attack.
My heart is flying with pleasure,
Your morality is full of treasure.
You are the sun, perfume and spectrum,
You are pretty, smart and awesome.
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All In All
 
You are my soul,
You are all in all.
I want to see you in real,
As you are a valuable jewel.
I am longing to your voice,
You are my  is my choice.
I wrote poetry for the sake of your eyes.
I am like a well who never dries.
You teach me how to give,
You teach me how to forgive.
I never forget your face,
For me, you are in the best place.
Can you come with me?
Can you help me?
To fly in the imagination,
Come with me, i feel frustration.
I have no other interest,
For me, you are the best.
You are my guide in the desert,
For your heart, i can't desert.
I can't imagine a day without a message,
Come here to follow the right passage.
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Allah
 
I am not insane, i am mature
For Allah my heart is pure
I have been created to worship,
Who saves me to Noah 's ship.
Who can forgive my sins except my Creator
All creatures worship, YOU are the creator
All fades away even, the dictator.
Allah! ! You support the poor,
The rich see, can't abhor.
Allah unifies Muslim nation,
Allah give us the quality of patient
Give us  can't be without you,
who can blows the soul except you
You give us flesh and blood
Save! ! us from tempest and flood
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Allah Protects Egypt
 
Allah protects Egypt from evilness,
Egyptians have courage and hardness.
To defy and change,
to open history page
Allah saves Egypt
Egypt is in debt.
Purify our hearts,
For a new life to start.
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Allah Removes My Ordeal
 
Oh Allah rise up my hardship and ordeal,
For all problems, i can't deal,
For patience i can't bear.
Oh Allah you are The master,
Allah! I am in a disaster
Save me Allah from evilness
I have good nature and goodness
Allah! Don't punish,
Hearst is about to demolish,
Body is about to vanish.
Allah! give me peace
We need green trees.
Allah! forgive my sins,
Allah! you make eggs out from hens,
Except Allah, we can't worship
You moves waves to carry ships.
Allah removes my ordeal
For my soul you can heal
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Allah Supports Muslim In Burma.
 
Those martyrs are bold and brave,
Allah! You are only One who can save.
Send your angels to sustain,
Courage, courage is to obtain,
Allah sends volcanoes, tempests, earthquake,
You have a superpower, It's quick,
Muslim in Burma needs support,
The fact can abuse and distort,
Buddhist are terrorist,
Heartless, slaying are the worst,
Allah you are the fair,
Buddhist can't deserve to breathe the air.
The Massacres are carried out,
Allah! for Buddhist! wipe them out.
Allah sends the angels to demolish,
The cries of mother can't finish.
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Allah You Own My Heart
 
Allah owns my soul and body
For you Qur'an, I 'll recite ans study,
YOU are with me Where i go.
Goodness you ask me to do.
You give me countless blessing,
Allah you have mercy not pressing.
Allah YOU own my heart,
Without your inspiration, i can't start.
Allah! ! I need your support,
Inspire me, i want your retort.
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Any Drops Of Sadness, No No  ?? ???? ??? ?? ?? Part
1
 
Any drops of sadness, no no
Any hurt in my heart no no
Even the fire of jealousy no no
I 've dreamt for years
Melting for the sweetest love affair.
There is no any moment of agony.
There is no fear of days
Beats, beats heartbeats
Who knocks at my heart
My heart told me to open
I replied no
Time why do you come?
It's over
We 've been living here for ages
How many years are we living each other?
Time told us he came to heal
Why did you come to heal us?
Hope exsists in our eyes
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Are You Shy?
 
Are you shy
to reply
busy, why, ?
your reply
must fly
Words dry
Any hints will satisfy.
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Blue Eyes
 
I love you for the sake of your eyes,
Oh who can guide me, who can be wise.?
I am drawing in the sea of your blue eyes
Can you save me? Can you listen to my cries.
Standing on the ship,
i need your help
The tempest is coming
Daylight is going
drops of eyes dry
I am about to die
I want to live
lifeboat to give
There is light there, hope waves
I stand against sea- waves.
I can't see, it is dim
I am strong to swim
I am not weak, i am not ill
I breath, i have will.
I defy your blue eyes
Please! ! don't Sympathize.
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Charity Come To The Top,
 
hunger, hunger, everywhere
Eat chocolate but a child die there.
If poverty were a man, i 'd kill,
Go shopping, pay the bill,
To see the weak,
I can't speak,
To see the poor,
For this scene, I abhor
To help the poor, give them flour.
Charity come to the top,
For the poor, I am angry and hot,
Come to feed the hungry mouth,
Shelter them in a good house,
Allah helps the poor,
Inspire the rich to knock the door.
Come the goodness to stay,
Money comes from the rich to pay
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Egypt
 
corruption penetrates into the air,
The tyrants smell the unfair.
'Step down the only word we hear,
The blood of rebels runs here.
'Smell the pure air! Oh my dear'
For Egypt I put my son and daughter
As you give me honor and water.
Loyalty is printed in every finger,
Egyptians can't die of hunger.
Egypt stands against the tyrant,
To scarify or kill, it's so important.
The youth erupt, they aren't dormant.
Come! come my revolution,
I give you my devotion.
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Egypt And The Court
 
The judge says 'here is the court'
Here our dignity, we resort.
The big thief has been put in jail,
The two sons have the face to veil.
The forty thieves are humiliated in  the prison,
They want to die but we can't give them poison.
The devil is laying on the bed.
He wants to be dead
He kills hundred of innocents
The blood of martyrs confronts
The judge asks him'Are you guilty? '
'I am not guilty 'the martyr was killed early.
'Be merciful.I am the last pharaohs of oppression.'
'no, no his sentence to death or high treason'
'Spoil our new generation'
The judge puts the dictation
We have no patient to put off the case.
For the dictator who has shame and disgrace
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Egypt Is Not For Sale
 
There is no agony to say,
Leave Egypt or escape away.
We defy, hope can't fly,
Liberty and dignity can't dry.
Martyrs have lost their soul,
Standing to destruct the wall,
We confess 'You are all in all'.
Your names engrave in every heart,
For your courage, we must trust.
The triumph has knocked the door
Come prisoners and the poor,
Egypt is not for sale,
Even, we are put in jail,
Oppression must leave and fail,
The ships of freedom must sail.
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Egypt Is The Mother Of The Globe
 
Egypt is the mother of the globe,
Without her, I have no hope.
Egypt is the heart of the earth,
The best, I have my childbirth,
For her I've composed my verse,
Rich history, I can observe.
For her, I lay myself down,
Wonderful days! I remember  my hometown.
Egyptians are peaceful,
Egyptians are helpful.
In time of need,
They do wonderful deed
Your troops are brave,
Our lands have freedom, not for slave.
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Egyypt Votes
 
I will go to vote for my candidate,
Whoever I choose, he is our fate.
The lion is coming to defend the poor,
To dismiss the unfair that we abhor.
My fingers will tick the right mark,
For the wise man who breaks the dark.
The justice will arrive soon,
For the injustice, we will replace this bad tune.
Today, we decide to blow up sadness,
The president is coming with happiness.
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Farwell Egypt
 
Farwell Egypt, farwell Egypt,
For you, I am in dept.
I love your Nile,
Nothing but you, I am agile.
I go to see greeness,
I see your fruitful fields.
Spectrum sky is in winter,
It is a good tableau, good painter.
Here is a merciful wind,
It has no end.
Tourists come to visit,
Splendid temples to fit.
People are helpful,
Egypt is beautiful.
Farwell Egypt, Farwell Egypt,
For you, I 've wept.
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For His Moral, Could I Borrow?
 
My pensive wife, My lovely wife,
You remind me of his life.
My father is a wise-man,
For evilness, he asks me to ban.
You tell me he is like your father,
Say much about, I can't bother.
He is a fair,
For death, I can't bear.
Eye-drops is full of sadness and sorrow,
For his moral, could I borrow?
My heart is bleeding! !
My wife, I  weep weep,
My hurt is deep.
I love you my wife,
As you remember his life.
He is gentle, nice and neat,
Who can come to beat?
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Give Me A Kiss
 
Stop, the seller of religion,
To call the worst vision.
Stop noisy, Stop peeping,
Woman are weeping,
People are not die of hunger,
Please, Don't rise your finger.
We are one soul
We are all in all.
I utter the word save,
To be gentle and behave.
come my mother, Give me food and drink,
Feed me to grow up and think.
Give me kiss,
Give me love without press,
I need to be in your arms
Bestow me a shade like palms
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Give The Poor His Due
 
What an ugly face for humanity!
When money invades identity.
An man is eating rubbish,
I want the open page of time to finish.
Allah gives us mercy,
For goodness I want to see.
The rich may give the poor his due,
Pounds or piastres, many or few.
Islam! ! don't leave our body,
For moral and ethics, we want to study.
Don't cheat or tell a lie,
The well of life can't dry.
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Good Morning, The Sunshine!
 
Good morning, sunshine!
As the weather 's fine.
Good morning the clear sky,
As the birds can fly.
Thank Allah for the gift,
Weather in Egypt is the best.
The tremendous Nile beautifies my eyes,
Passing a man seemed to be wise.
Fruit and greenness are in all season,
Allah gives us blessing, no reason.
In Europe, snow can disturb,
Thank God, no interrupt.
Good morning, the sunshine!
As the rays combine
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Goodness Is Coming
 
The oppression disappears,
human never bears.
Sky is covered with clouds,
Pockets are full of pounds.
Land will have vast rain,
Allah, enriches these empty brain.
Allah! ! Bestow us with rain,
We were previously in pain.
We never go back, We are on train.
Allah! ! our country needs welfare,
We need peace to declare,
New generation is to prepare,
Goodness is coming,
Blessing is running.
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Green Eyes
 
To the smart green eyes,
Don't blame me for twice.
stupid thing you told me to commit,
I did nothing but to regret.
I didn't hurt your dignity,
If i do, i have no identity.
I told you 'friends forever',
tolerant one must be forgiver.
There is no word to utter,
the language of eyes is better.
the ice of passion can melt,
I haven't done any guilt.
you are a woman of nobility,
friendship is our creditability.
Life is give and take,
the best thing we can make.
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Hate Or Love
 
I want to depart your soul and body,
Are you a female? Do yoy feel broody?
I am a man, a creature.
For me, Do you want to torture?
I can' endure,
For the love, I adore.
I am a man in  spledid isolation,
To love or hate, it'smatter of resolution.
I loved your soul and body for a moment
Now,  I feel sorrow and lament.
Why don' t you reply?
Eyesight is to relay.
My soul needs to cure,
I 'm  heart is pure.
I'm  me water,
My heart with my sons and daughter.
They are my hope,
Their smile are equal globe.
I will lay mysef down,
To live and speak with no sound.
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Honesty
 
When honesty can prevail,
there is no place to blackmail.
There is no hero without blood,
We must have support from God.
No, bribe no corrupt, we are one tribe,
Truth is the only way to describe.
Allah sustains Egypt overcoming this ordeal,
Quran is the best book to deal.
Mohamed's morals must walk on the ground,
For Egypt, reforms must be found.
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Hopes Comes With Brightness.
 
It's unfaire
For oppression, I can't bear,
Allah! Send me patience,
Hope comes in appearance.
I'm in distress
Life is tasteless.
Allah! guide  're my supporter.
It's a requiest, not order.
Allah! Without you, I'm hopeless,
Help me, your blessings are countless.
The inspiration has non-stop
My faith helps me to the top.
Morals push me to goodness,
Hopes comes with brightness.
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I Am A Creature
 
I change my season,
I  am put in prison
May be it is high treason.
I am faithful,
For love, I am dutiful.
I can'break the wall,
But I can't sell the soul.
I never give up hope,
Even  you tie my hand with a rope?
I long for your chest,
I want my lips to be kissed.
Listen to my heart beat,
They stand you in good stead.
Why are you so indifferent?
Are you too brillant?
Please! set me free! !
For open air, I want to see.
I am in jail,
Give me medicine to heal.
Give me your hand to cling,
To renew my life and sing.
For me! ! don't torture
I am a creature.
I never forget your feature,
Never humiliate,
My heart can agitate.
My love is my default,
The hope is what I want.
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I Am A Man, Human Creature.
 
I am brave,
I struggle against the wave.
I am put into jail,
like a fish live on the land, without tail
For my body! don't torture,
I am a man, human creature.
I have a free pen,
I am an Egyptian citizen,
Look at the pyramids,
built by great heads.
Pyramids are great deeds.
We want liberty,
entity and dignity.
eternity and chastity
Egypt is my heart
For her, mind can't depart.
I can tell my story and start.
The Nile is her blood,
High Dam protects her from flood.
Egypt is blessed by the Creator
For her love, I am translator.
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I Kiss The Hand Of My Princess,
 
I kiss the hand of my princess,
I 'm filled with joy and happiness.
Without you, I don't belong to manhood,
Come to match my soul, not odd
I think of you night and day,
'You are my true lover 'I say.
Is your heart mine? ,
Touch my heart and sign,
I listen to your sweet words
Like angels, white birds
Wherever you go
My heart is longing for you.
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I Love Her
 
I need her femininity,
Without her, I have no identity.
I belong to manhood if i see her smile
Speaking to her, she is agile.
If she sets beside me,
The world is also beside me.
I am fall in love with her
I love her, it is fair.
Her love runs in my blood,
Please! Support me! ! my God.
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I'm From Oman
 
I 'm a man,
I 'm from Oman.
You are our Sultanate,
Your loyality can penetrate.
You are the land of my grandparents.
Your histort has appearance.
Omani people are peaceful,
Omani people are dutiful.
For you, we're jealous,
For you, we 're zealous.
Long life for the Sultan,
Whose wisdom is golden.
We must all unify,
For Allah, we must pray.
I 'm a man,
I 'm from Oman.
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Inspiration
 
Inspiration precedes my poetry
Imagination precedes reality.
My sentence is my agony
Expression is sentimentality
Inspiration is my hope,
Love people, I want to cope.
No inspiration, no poet
Feeling I can't forget
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Inspire Me For Goodness
 
Allah! you know my privacy.
Protect me from envy.
Put me in Safety.
For your worship, Ican't satisfy,
Save me when Soul leave body and fly.
Performing Fajer prayer,
May help me to escape from fire.
Make me be wise to kill madness,
Inspire me for goodness
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Justice! Don'T Leave Our Eyes
 
Allah! you are the strongest,
I am in this world like a guest,
Allah! we are weak, we need support
Allah, we need fair in Egypt.
We are in a misery.
Allah! Sustain our country
Egypt has been cited in holy books
The fox has many hooks and crooks.
All want presidency chair,
Who comes to spread fair?
We are in a miss,
Who can come to fix?
For tyranny! , Who breaks.
Do we need Moses's stick?
Come! the hero! Put the first brick.
Come logic! Smash the black charm,
Come! goodness, no need for harm
We have justice to monopolize
Justice! Don't leave our eyes! .
Justice! you are our sight,
We throw away the fight.
Come! ! Wisdom! ! to hold and tight.
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Life Is Sweet ****
 
I admire, Love makes affinity  between two hearts,
To be with you make feeling be nicer than any vicinity
Beside you, I forget there are cruel people in this world,
Or there is  complain, separation for two lovers
I see all people love each other,
If an envious man or blamer wants love for me,
I leave him and say' My lover! you enlighten my heart
You make my stars at night go round,
I don't afraid because you are with me,
I don't need all this world
I am sufficient As you are with me
You are my soul when meeting you,
Not only is sweet time but also it is life, people and nature,
Life smiles when you are near me,
Days are cheerful and calm
Love impress two soul be happy during sunshine
We see tomorrow, chanting, full of gaiety
Beauty that has countless shapes and colours
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Love &Nature
 
If you have heart of hope, don't frustrate.
Renewing make me heart agitate,
Here is the garden of love! , open the gate,
Smell the flower to get power,
Forgetting is blessing of rushing hour
Come to ascend the high tower,
See the beauty of spectrum,
I love you, It's an old dictum
You are with me! You are welcome.
Wonderful moment of solitude
Here! ! we are in good mood
Love, love we conclude
Forgiving is like a palm tree
Throw a stone, you get date of being free.
Come with me to that blue sea
Here is our hope of dream land,
Come to build a castle of sand,
I am cheerful. I touch your soft hand.
Lovely moment! We are arm in arm
I can't believe this. It's charm.
Oh amazing greenness in the farm.
Waves crashing on the river,
Memorandum days come or never
I love you forever
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Love Nature
 
What lovely hour,
When I water flowers,
I look at greenness,
With joy and happiness,
Flowers are red, blue, and yellow,
I salute them and say hello,
I see a bee,
And drink tea,
I want wings to fly,
To live with birds and die,
I go to the blue sea,
Wonderful waves that I ever seen,
I go to the farm,
I am fine, no harm
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Love Or Hate
 
I ' m longing for her chest,
For me she's the best.
Can you embrace me?
Be free come to stay with me.
Your shinning face please me
Your smile trust me
Witout you, I'm ill.
'You troture me'I yell.
Comfort me if I' m in trouble,
Don't be absent, the torment is double.
Do you exploit my affection?
I love  isn't fiction.
Reply me I can't wait,
Tell me 'It's love or hate.
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Lovely Day On A Ship
 
quietness calls me to be on ship,
peace, gaiety, and friendship.
Farewell my town to the north seas,
greenness, water and date trees.
The ship is running,
People are laughing
Today has no harm,
the young are arm to arm,
The bird flies to the farm,
The sky is clear,
The ship calls us, no fear.
People are hand to hand,
music gives charming by a band.
Look at the wonderful Nile
No sadness, all people are smile
What a lovely day,
Boredom escapes away.
The ships calls us to land
Friends are free hand.
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Lovely Nile
 
What a lovely Nile at night,
Marvelous! I saw the reflection of the light.
Soft wind was  merciful,
People were hand in hand, helpful
The young waited for the ship,
They prepared sing, dance and friendship
All forgot work and hardship.
All encouraged, the ship was coming,
Dreaming the ship was flying.
Gaiety, it was landed
The voyage was splendid.
Singing, moving and clapping,
A mother pushed her little girl dancing,
The little was dancing with admiration,
Shy, the dance had short duration.
Hot, hot! ! Soft wind was coming again,
Fine, fine no cry or complain.
Wondering the lovely voyage,
Pointing to lighting cottage.
I can't forget the sweet day,
To follow the same nice day.
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Lovely Summer Day
 
The blue of the sea is everywhere,
Unbearable heat I can't bear.
I want to listen to waves,
RasElbar is my old faves.
The summer wind brings fun,
On top of the sea, comes the sun.
I swim in the sea,
Splnedid scenes I can see.
Meryy, enjoyment
Happiness and excitement.
Umbrellas protect us from sunrays,
I build sandcastles in different ways.
The  boy is flying a kite,
It's lovely day, It's right,
Oh people, the black dolphin is jumping.
They ' re pointing and singing.
The sun leaves the place,
Farwell, I  want to stay
No farwell, no farwell I can say.
The sun 'll come tomorrow,
It 's time of great sorrow.
The happy moment passes by,
All say to  the sun 'bye'
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May Allah Bless You
 
May Allah bless you and your fanily and reward you in the paradise.
Without faith, one goes astry.
Islam guides us to the paradise
The way to paradise is not easy
But it is full of adoring The Creator.
The love of the creator makes us to avoide sins and to wear the dress of chastity
and piety.I am not an angel but I don't want to act like a devil.
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May I Ask You A Favour, ?
 
May I ask you a favour? ,
May I draw your lovely face on paper?
You have charming checks.
They are natural, no tricks.
I am thirsty of love, Could you give me a drop?
Your smile is water to hope.
I can't draw you well
My heart is full of will,
The creator is the best.
Reality is the holiest,
Thank Allah! He is your creator.
May I ask you a favour?
Could i ask you dropp of affection?
Only a little give me sanctification..
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Memorandom Of Egyptian Revolution
 
East or west,
home is best.
Egypt has different seasons,
My emotion and loyalty for her without reasons.
People are communicative and friendly,
Live in peace according to history,
My memory refreshes her old days,
Sacrificing that one pays,
The era of blackness escapes away.
The era of enlightenment appears far away.
Here is our revolution to glorify,
Here is our revolution to dignify.
The thief is put in the prison,
The thief pollute our life, putting poison.
Memorandum for Egyptian martyrs,
They were pious, performing prayers.
We smell freedom penetrating into lungs,
Thank you revolution to free our tongues.
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Memorandum Of Our Revolution
 
What a great fate!
Magnificent revolution is to celebrate.
The liberty is coming to open new gate
Egypt is my heart and soul,
The heart of the world, as we call.
For her, I want to die,
For blood can scarify.
I swear for my dear Egypt
promise to pay the dept.
This is my  loyalty and neck,
Immortal promise that I can't break.
I lay down my  life and soul,
To dignify, this is my only goal.
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Mercy For Iraqi People
 
We are proud of our nation,
The history enlightens our civilization.
We may return old days,
Morality precedes our ways.
When we all unify,
The enemy will vanish and fly.
Whatever the cancer attack our body
Go to our history and study.
We may heal from the cancer,
Unity, unity is an answer.
Blair! Go to the hell,
For Iraqi people you kill.
Blair! The great liar,
For bombs, wars and fire.
My Iraqi mothers curse him at the prayer.
Blair! Where  is your concioucessness?
The Devil wears virtue and perfectness.
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Moral And Silence
 
you must veil green eyes,
A desire never satisfies.
My eyes! Don't look at her,
For that beauty, I can't bear.
Wear chastity and virginity,
They are the dress of dignity.
Your heart is pure
Sweet behaviour, I can't abhor
Beauty may fade,
For moral, I can add.
Please, Don't be sad.
Good moral can dress your body,
For your deeds, one can study.
Beauty, beauty or  moral,
Be silent or oral
moral and silence
It's a good excellence.
Your words are sublime,
Come everyone and mime, '
Cute manner, shyness are merits
Save them to kids to inherit.
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Mother
 
In a moment of solitude,
I shall change my attitude.
I feel frustration,
Feeling must have translation.
To go ahead I have hope in life.
I give him a crown, when he' ll arrive
I wander seeing little cats sucking milk
Their mother gives chest to drink.
God give mercy upon them,
When mother can feed them.
A mother is a unique creature,
Elementary found in nature.
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Mother Teaches Me A Lesson
 
I go to my mother,
Teaches me a lesson says 'Don't bother'
I am so disgusted,
I am not delighged.
This is bad world,
It is a bad herald.
My son'Be  carefully
Wait wait! think deliberately.
'People aren't so good,
No, My son 'People may be rusted iron or gold.
Be innocent flower,
Your moral may be up to the tower
People smell your perfume,
You are 't play possum.
Your fame prevails,
They dignify your details
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Mother! Don'T Weep,
 
Drops are r is weeping.
Honest, honest, no cunning,
Mother is about to leave,
Allah guard her and save.
Happy, she is visiting the holy house,
Sweet words fly from her mouse.
Mother! Don't weep,
For your Farwell, I can't sleep,
I can't bear your drops,
Having white heart, no gossips.
Your golden hear has no envy.
Kissing you! oh Accept my delivery.
You 'll go to the holy land,
For your longing, I can't stand,
Allah give her blessing,
For your manner, I'm tracing.
I 'm waiting for your coming,
For your face. I 'm dreaming.
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Mother! Your Heart Is So Big
 
Mother come to open the window
Look at the sky; it' rainbow.
What a lovely colour,
My heart has power.
One, two, three,
Look at the beautiful tree.
Greeness is everywhere,
Oh mother oh dear.
Nature, face to face,
To have my claryon and trace
Clouds clouds are up
Mother! pour milk in my cup.
Mother! give me an egg,
Your great heart is so big.
I want to leave to school,
Your sweet tongue 's cool.
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Mother, My Soul
 
Mother is an extinct emotion of nature,
She is a great helper, she is a great teacher,
The mother pigeon teaches little's to fly
She defends any danger, facing to die
My mother is the best
where i can take rest
She is lulling me on bed
putting her miracle  hand on my head
even in my dream i will see my mother
'Don't make noise or bother'
Life is difficult without her,
She is my life, i can swear
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My Best Friend
 
....you are my best friend.
Our friendship  has no end,
You are pushing me to write poetry,
Your name engraved in my memory,
I want to visit your country.
To the unique person, I 'll try,
I can't stop writing unless my soul die,
Think deeply but reply to me quickly,
Concentration comes deliberately.
Being ill, emotion walks slowly,
Seeing my friend, feeling runs quickly.
My heart is cheerful,
for my friend who is helpful
Please! don't forget my name,
friendship is our aim
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My Eyes Taste Your Beauty
 
My eyes taste your beauty,
sweet,  eyes' duty.
Beauty! never runs away from my eyes.
Mind here tries tries or flies
.No, no, I cant be wise.
I want your beauty to enlighten blackness
Come to please me.It's your cleverness.
I don't want the moon as you are my light
You are my  to this flight.
Wherever I go, you are in my heart.
I long and long. for you, I am so fast..
Listen to my heartbeat,
I am brave, I have no defeat
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My Father I Can'T Forget Your Face
 
My father I can't forget your face,
For me! you are in the first  place.
I can't forget your say,
I can't leave your way.
You advise me for ethic,
You are a good model and basic.
Your picture engraves in my memory,
He had white heart and bravery.
Allah! Forgive him,
I pray for him.
Nobility dignified his forehead,
Action spoke for what he did.
Quran couldn't leave  his tongue.
Honey words, he had sung
I stood on his grave,
I asked Allah to save.
For me, he was wise,
Allah! ! Enter him into your paradise.
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My Friend Is Nice
 
Responding to my demand,
For my lovely friend, I kiss his hand.
My friend is nice
Be honest, he never uses a device.
He has a great style
His advice is saved in a great file.
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My God
 
I love HIM more than my parents,
Give me hope, no frustration.
I was born for HIM to be slave,
'be gentle' orders me to behave.
He creates me from nothing,
I thank HIM for His giving everything.
The only one who I can't defy,
The only one who  I can't betray.
He is nearer than my vein of heart,
He is the only who I can trust,
He gives me wisdom and power,
but Him I can perform prayer
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My Heart
 
&lt;/&gt;&lt;/&gt;Here we breath the fresh fair,
Come my beloved, come my dear.
Fabulous, the wind messes her hair.
Could I come near your place?
You have a sweet face, It 's grace.
You are shy, good -heart, polite.
I listen to your behavior as I cite.
I am dreaming, defending you as a brave knight.
Oh, my God! none come to fight.
I want to show my bravery, even at night
We are two, we will be  unite.
What a lovely night as I excite.
Would you like to be my wife?
You are my heart, You are my life.
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My Poetry
 
My poetry can't dry,
My emotion can 'tfly.
For rhythm, memory can supply.
I am Romantic,
I am domestic.
Imagination! Come with me,
Meet my thought and inspire me.
Here I unify with nature,
Here I paint the great picture.
Coleridge is my best poet,
For liberty, he can do it.
I never eat or drink,
I can, can think.
My poetry can't stop,
When my heart is at the top.
I have no rest,
for poetry, i compose the best.
My tongue is free,
uttering sweet words like honey of bee.
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My Soul
 
I can't suspect her duty,
meeting her i wonder her beauty.
All people love her, I am jealous,
gentle, cheerful! oh she 's fabulous.
I live in the world of materialist,
listen to her heartbeat, she is emotionalist.
I must purify my soul
She is all in all
I can't imagine life without her,
Attractive, pretty, she is my dear.
She is an angel in the sky,
I can't have wings, i want to fly.
Oh God inspires me to make her happy,
She is my soul, she is my copy.
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My time is sweet                        ?????? ?????
 
My time is sweet,
My life is only for your satisfaction.
My entity can't be without you,
during my stay beside you,
The best period when meeting you,
is the best time for my life,
seeing you, I see all things beautiful
life, people, nature,
When you smile
I see all creatures smile,
I taste my life with you
My blessing, happiness
for staying with you at lovely nights
My nights are countless with you
I  think nothing but you,
A moment with you equals my life,
more than 100 tomorrows
Staying with you at night
means cherry and safety,
even the night has no moon,
I am busy thinking of you,
My life is so delicious with you,
My life is complete
when satisfying with me.
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My Wish
 
To marry Muslim is to go to the paradise,
He teaches you true moral, avoiding vice
He may teach you Islamic rules,
Islam lives in your hearts, for his goals.
He may take your hand to Goodness,
You follow him to the road of happiness.
You may accept my wish or not,
Is my wish make you  hot?
My heart is white carrying, no envy
Believe in God may be in moment of tranquility.
Read Qur'an to benefit of knowledge,
It's for enrich soul, not damage.
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Nature Is A Queen For Every Creature
 
my eyes taste delicious,
nature, nature, no suspicious.
For greenness, trees declare,
Winds move leaves and care.
Every creature originates from water,
I teach a lesson to my daughter.
Water means life and greenness,
no water, it's desert and meaningless
Day comes after day,
'life is water' i say.
I go to the field,
look! sparrows are about to build,
The nests are high on the tree,
On the flowers, i see the bee
I want to stay with lovely nature,
Nature is a queen for every creature.
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Nature Is My Love
 
I have a boat and sail to an island,
To worship Allah and rise my hand.
I want to it without people,
See only birds, animals and eagles.
To have no sins is a clean tongue,
I listen to the nature song.
The waves of sea can run,
I see the blue sky and the sun.
For nature, there are no sins,
Eat for free and carry fruit bins.
Life is quiet and calm,
No rich, poor or alm.
No struggle for money,
Just I have honey.
For ever is love, i enjoy the moment,
For lovely nature there is no comment.
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New Movement
 
I can't believe! ! England,
For poverty how can She stands.
The land of liberty and dignity,
Where are identity and humanity?
The poor become poorer,
the rich become richer.
Oh bad capitalization is in top of civilization,
Allah helps the poor in every nation.
If the poverty were a man, i 'd kill
Omar 's dictum curing for the ill.
The rich must help the poor
To have no envy, make the heart pure.
We respect you! ! England,
Rising humanity, you put a hand.
We don't go to the black ages,
when people put in cages,
Where they escape in caves.
We are at the era of enlightenment,
The revolutions are  everywhere in new movement.
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No Compliment
 
compliment doesn't match with my soul
I give reality as you are all in all.
A Friend give advice for goodness,
Why not, I learn from him, to have politeness,
For him or  I rise my hat,
For his or her insight that I look at
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One Hand Is To Unify
 
They want to divide our land,
They want to own our sand.
Come my  brother, put your hand,
See history, we 're grand.
They distort muslim culture,
Savege, maletreat, against the nature.
Muslims are naive,
Kill innocent and leave.
No, no, Our land is the core of civilization,
Old glory of the best nation,
We seek to unit,
The cunning fox can disunit.
The die is cast,
Time will be fast.
For entity, we glorify,
One hand is to unify.
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One Unit
 
Muslim or christian, we are one unit,
no respond to quarrel or dispute.
Egypt is cited in Quran and bible,
We don't listen to the Satan or devil.
We are to stand, and cling our hand
We are to kill, to defend our homeland
We live in peace, under shadow of tree
Love is here, can come and see.
We drink water from the Nile,
We don't obey this malice wile.
We are not naive, we are agile,
We wear the green peace.
Lovely days will come with ease
No one can break us into piece.
We put our hands in stability plate
No fear here's our holy fate
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Our Hearts Are White
 
Don't sell religion
The enemy needs division
The sect has no wisdom or vision
Viva Egypt overcomes the ordeal,
no one can  stand or deal,
We need medicine and heal,
The superpower stands against peoples' wishes,
Hunger prevails, look! the empty dishes.
Today, we don't have to eat or drink
liberty! we break ignorance and think.
We stand against  are patriot,
It is not a coup, it 's a target.
For history Egypt can immortalize
Obama! Are you wise to analyze?
The will of peoples must spread
We want freedom and blood may shed
Do you come to share dignity?
Our hearts are white not dirty
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Our Souls Have Coherance
 
You are a person of your own,
Could you change this tone?
Our heart has emotion not a stone,
Time is elapsed, we have old backbone.
A friend melts his friend,
The rope has a strong tension till the end,
There is no ice in friendship weather,
You are not only a friend, you are a brother,
Our ideal souls meet each other.
Our bodies are in long distance,
Our souls have coherence,
Friendship ties this good instance.
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Past Days
 
Do you put me in a test?
I will defend and protest.
Why are you indifferent?
I'm a man.I am so different.
As i love you very much,
You are proud, you can't keep in touch.
I have a strong determination,
I am smart and patient
Why do you neglect?
Our love is an object.
I forget blaming,
I remember days of dating.
Come with me to our past days,
Penetrating your eyes, admiring the sun-rays.
I can't forget your sweet smiling,
My eyes are inclining your good-looking
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Print Your Rouge On My Lips
 
Print your rouge on my lips,
for love, heart never resists.
I am thirsty, I want to be kissed,
I need water, I am so pressed.
I am longing even  for your shadow,
I get lost and can't follow.
I need a guide in the desert,
to meet 's an effort.
put your hand at my heart,
Feel my heartbeat
sweetheart, you 're so smart.
Your rouge is at my check
It's a red flower, can't pick
Finally, I feel at ease
And emotion doesn't freeze
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Ramadan: The Journey Of Purification
 
I have  blessing determination,
For myself I need purification
Oh Allah, I am sinful
Allah! You are merciful.
In your holly month, I am fasting
I am patient, life is fruiting.
I worship you, I can't finish time wasting
I wonder all people are  angels
Worshiping you in all angles
We don't eat or drink, aren't lustful
For creating us, we are grateful
For fasting, we are faithful
We are guilty, we are achy
Allah! Purify our soul and body
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Real Man
 
I am a real man of fact,
Honesty is the only thing i can act
Please! ! forgive me if i make you angry,
Please! ! forgive me if i behave badly.
I am torturing for hurting anyone
Be merciful for what i have done.
I am searching for love which i luck
ending relation and never come back.
Your color of eyes i can't forget,
I confess to you! I regret.
What can you call me?
Just dropp line for me
I can't stand your blaming.
Friendship what i am aiming.
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Renew Our Revolution
 
Egypt is the mother of the globe,
We can't live without inspiration or hope.
We renew our revolution,
We refresh our emotion.
We must have change
We aren't old, we renew our age.
The youth run fast
We close page of our black past.
We go step-forward,
We follow liberty and fair order.
Faith and science are our motto,
The history will remember the martyr's photo.
We are not in isolation
hope, there is no frustration
Knowledge is a new defy,
martyr's mother can't cry.
our son and daughter has laid down their soul.
Freedom and fair, we reach the goal.
Open the door for technology
no superstition or mythology.
Knowledge is our balance,
progress is our guidance
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Revolution
 
corruption penetrates into the air,
The tyrant smell the unfair.
'Step down the only word we hear,
The blood of rebels run here.
'Smell the pure air! Oh my dear'
For Egypt I put my son and daughter
As you give me honor and water.
Loyalty is printed in every finger,
Egyptians can't die of hunger.
Egypt stands against the tyrant,
To scarify or kill, it's so important.
The youth erupt, they aren't dormant.
Come! come my revolution,
I give you my devotion.
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Revolution In Tripoli
 
No sleep no rest or compromise.
 
In Tripoli the rebel taste freedom,
 
We worship Allah, no serfdom.
 
The dictators disappear one after another,
 
Free your tongue, no-one can bother
 
Mokhtar! you are faithful father.
 
You are immortal in history,
 
Your grandsons are for custody,
 
The perfumes of rebels penetrate,
 
The anger of the volcano, we estimate
 
The hand of oppression has been smashed
 
The face of revenge has been washed.
 
The era of injustice vanishes,
 
Bleeding of blood finishes
 
My lung need liberty to breathe,
 
Forgiveness is to live in peace.
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Secret To Keep
 
She is blonde and pretty,
She is smart and witty.
She is down to earth,
She has a blessing birth.
Her smile casts moon light
She is cheerful, She is delight.
All people want her smile,
Running for her even a mile
She has a good moral,
Gentle behavior is oral
Damned to stop her ray
Blessing for her way.
Sadness never touches her beam
I meet her smile in my dream
Never wake up, to have wonderful sleep
I love her, is a secret to keep.
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She Is Excellent And Prime
 
Let me escape to the greenness of your eyes,
Stay imagination, today, I am not wise.
For gentility, I love more,
When I knock, you close the door.
My heart is white and pure.
I am fond of her good deeds,
When I am in need.
I wonder her aid
Thank God for her honesty,
She has loyalty and eligibility.
She is blessing from The Master,
sent me, in disaster
I can't believe my eyes,
Water never dries.
She is giving all the time,
She is excellent and prime
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She Is My Cendrella.
 
For my reality, I want to escape,
I want to be a bird and tape.
I see lovely girl in the park,
It is sunshine, not dark.
I see a lovely girl  while flying,
She is a  be I am a king
I want to land to see her lovely red check.
She has a bunch of flower I want to pick.
She dresses beautifully,
I say goodmorning faithfully.
She doesn't reply
So, I want to fly.
Thank God I am a bird.
I say good morning for the third.
She doesn't respond,
I fly over the pond,
Oh She deepens my wound.
What can I do?
Her love can glow.
Oh! She gives me smile,
I agitate and fly for a mile,
I turn over again but she may disappear.
No,  can appear,
Don't run away, you are my dear.
She stands beside a branche,
I stand on her shoulder and touch.
Please! Don't leave,
Please! Don't wave.
Goodbye goodbye
Oh don't leave  I want to cry.
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She Is Splendid And Fine.
 
She is alone, alone,
She has smart mobile phone.
The phone likes her lovely tone.
The phone touches her ear,
It's too little to care.
It touches her soft hand,
The phone may fall on the sand.
It 's near her long hair,
I am far away.It's unfair.
I am  hot, need fresh air.
I am jealous of the phone,
Wish to be with her soon.
It 's with her all the time,
She is splendid and fine.
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She Is The Best
 
Give me a kiss,
For that nice dress.
My beloved is so pretty,
Seeing her in my city.
What a lovely morning,
She is brightening.
What a lovely red check,
I need a flower to pick.
She may smell with gentle nose,
She takes my red rose.
I see your long hair,
'Blessing day'I swear
She is graceful,
She is beautiful.
Talking to her, She is attractive,
Honey words, I can't believe.
She is lulling my chest
O my God, she is the best
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Smile Never Leaves Her Face
 
I learn something from her,
Human must search here and there.
She has a refining human  touch,
Lies can't be. Truth i can watch.
I can guess she has forgiveness,
People love her as she has  tenderness.
She masters sublime,
no flattery, no magic lime.
Honesty is her privilege,
Her heart is white like clean page,
She is young, i can't believe her age.
She has a milky face,
Truth follows her trace,
Cheerful, Smile never leaves her face.
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Syrian Blonde
 
I met a Syrian blonde little girl,
She was active, not so ill.
Her golden hair shone at night,
Oh, oh, may be love at first sight.
At a cafe, she sold popcorn,
I was  heart was torn.
She was a princess to sell,
'For Bashar, Allah may kill.
I bought the popcorn and gave money,
'Egypt loves you, bye bye my honey'.
eye drops were running,
Oh the killers were cunning.
Their heart were stones,
Allah can freeze the bones.
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Take My Heart And Fly
 
till the end,
You are my friend,
Why don't you reply?
Take my heart and fly.
Why do you humiliate?
My feeling can agitate.
Are you sad?
I am not so bad.
You are fare there,
But you are with  don't you care?
Why don't you reply?
My hope can't dry.
Are you true friend?
To reply me till the end.
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Thank God
 
Again, again, again,
I am at rest, without pain.
I have no suspicious or fear,
'Thank God', I declare,
To go anywhere, I see the nature,
animals, birds, countless creature.
Seas, greenness, rivers, mountains
Farms, plants, trees, plains,
Allah prevails goodness in my house,
To open my eyes and browse.
I am absorbed in the honest greenness,
I escape to the arms of space whiteness.
I am alone to listen to the sea,
I eat delicious dates from palm tree,
I 'm surrounded by flowers, butterflies and bee.
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The Apple Of My Eye
 
for me! ! could you  open me your heart?
and put my trust.
You are the apple of my eye,
I love you, I can't say'Why'
Surrender, I rise the white banner,
for your well-behaved and good manner.
Would you like to stay with me?
Give me your honey speech like bee.
I taste your delicious word,
For lovely saying, I can't be bored.
It's sweet day, I admire your attitude,
Loving you, the best thing i conclude.
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The Bird Of Imagination
 
I can't imagine life without you,
I give you your due,
The bird of imagination flies in the sky,
We are on wings, We are to defy.
Our love will continue, for our heart, we 'll satisfy,
I touch her hand seeing her redness of being shy
We look down at greenness,
We are cheerful, in happiness.
We are in quietness,
We are calm, no fair.
We are going, here and there,
Reality, please 'Go Away'
I try imagination directs my way.
Now I am a super hero
I am faithful; this is my credo.
Put your hand on my shoulder
I am very young, not older.
I am emotional due to your care
I am stunning of your golden hair.
I love your breathing the air
Reality! Don't block my way,
My beloved engraved my mind, it's a pleasant day.
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The Brave Pen
 
Thank you the pen,
To write from one to ten,
You may be sharper than a sword,
To register a sentence or a word.
We need the pen of fact,
Don't say much but act.
For hardship, I 'll write again,
The brave pen carried by great men
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The Death Of A Syrian Infant
 
My father Ieave this dirty world,
I go to my destiny for that black period.
Thank Allah, I never survive,
Great death, Angel of death can arrive
I am about to die,
My soul can let my body and fly
My father can carry me to escape death,
The waves make me sink and can't breathe
Allah! this is your mercy,
To meet my death under the sea.
You may dignify me into the pradise,
This is your gift, your prise.
My mother, brother fly with me
The Master takes my soul and says to it be.
My father! Remeber! Remember,
Viva Syria viva syria! Remeber
Syrians never surrender
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The Fair Judge
 
Don't hesitate,
It's honesty, It's a state.
The fair prevails everywhere,
The Khalipha of Muslims may care.
Come to feed the poor,
Come to open the door.
You are a judge on the land,
For the misery, You must put your hand.
Mother pretends to cook,
Her child can study a book,
'It's  at the clock.'
'I'm angry',
'I 'm hungry'
The pan is boiling,
'My hope is travelling'
Where the so called'president'?
He may pass the tent?
He may listen to the poor!
Make people happy.It's core.
No food, the child is about to sleep,
Mother has sorrow.It's so deep.
Allah! You are only  the support,
Send us good judge to be in high rank and sort.
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The Faithful Friend
 
I am graetful,
To my friend, faitful
I have his hand,
When I have a weak stand.
He can keep my secret.
For   home   he can protect
Looking at him witout error
I see myself in mirror,
We study in one place,
We shake hands face to face.
Till the end
You are my faithful friend
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The Great Feast
 
&lt;/&gt;&lt;/&gt;&lt;
 
Tomorrow we will celebrate the feast,
We will receive the guest, it's so  great,
We are happy, in agreement.
life is sweet, Emotion is great.
The kids are cheerful in new clothes,
We go to open place, the door closes,
For the feast, we perform prayer,
All voices are echoed, Allah is the greater.
We worship YOU forever and ever.
For children, Parents give money,
We have meals and honey.
Come happiness knock at the door,
dismissing envy, greedy that we abhor.
Envy, greedy! out of my sight.
Tomorrow, we will be right.
Children! go to the park
Play, and come before the dark.
 
 
/&gt;
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The Holy House
 
I have wish in my life,
Allah! Inspire my soul and drive.
I am longing for your holy house,
To end my life, that I pronounce,
Allah! Prolong my life to stay in your house.
To stand in Arafat 's mount,
Allah cleans my sins, I have no doubt.
Protect my sister in your holy land,
Make her faith strong to stand.
You are the forgiver,
We are nothing for your power,
We are weak. Make us strong,
We mislead, We are wrong
Wash people's sins
For your paradise one wins
My sister! Call Allah to be in your place,
Return back to Egypt to see your lightening face.
I wish to make pilgrimage,
Allah increase my age.
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The King Of The Seasons.
 
I am happy in the spring Day,
I can't bear a cold winter day.
Come Spring, We want change,
Come my guest to renew our age.
My daughter colours  the boiled egg,
Eat the salt-fish.It's big.
We celebrate the nature,
Winter leaves us for cooling feature.
Farewell winter! Farewell winter,
Change, change Come! painter.
The king of seasons comes.
Greenness spreads on the farms,
Wonderful flowers dressed,
Perfumes, smells are the best.
My eyes taste this lovely smell,
It's delicious to tell.
I kiss you! The Spring,
For fine weather you bring.
The nature is merciful,
For spring, I am grateful.
Sunshine lands here and there,
For coldness, I can't bear.
Thank Allah to create the sun,
'let's go out 'says the son.
Greenness calls us to go,
The sky is clear and blue.
Thank Allah for being in the universe,
Thank Allah for inspiring lovely verse.
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The Lion Is The Lion
 
The enemy says 'divide the unit',
Muslim are one body'says our prophet.
The unit must have high spirit
We are brave.It's merit.
The enemies have agreement,
To divide is their treatment.
Allah supports Muslim nation
Allah protects them from division.
The enemy is perfidious,
The cunning fox is dangerous.
The lion  is weak,
Its heart can't break.
The lion will be strong
The lion will live long.
It's brave and bold,
It 's precious like gold.
It encounters entrap,
Who can step and rap?
The fox disappears in the terrier,
The lion stands like barrier.
The lion defends the land,
The fox vanishes under the sand.
The lion has sharp claws,
The fox is a foe and has flaws
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The Master Of Moral
 
You are our great prophet,
For your words, we have profit.
You are the master of moral,
Your ethics are pivotal.
You are Qur'an walking on the ground,
The best human that has been found.
Madina has been honoured for your grave,
For your moral, we defy  the strongest wave.
You are a pioneer of relative relation,
Allah sent you to unify every nation.
Who can reach your forgiveness?
Even your enemy, testify your politeness.
We follow your way,
Support us in the Domesday
Peace, good behaviour, you advise,
You are messenger! You are wise
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The Nile Is The Prize
 
Viva our Egyptians troops
Give us duty and hopes.
For Egypt Quran can dignify
For enemy, we destroy and defy.
History cites our achievement,
Our civilization could be the pavement.
For this idea I crystallize
Egypt is the best, I'm so wise.
I have no surprise
Egypt gives me prize
Seeing The Nile honours my eyes.
The Nile is the prize
Egypt has great size.
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The Prison Of Love
 
For your beauty! I twinkle my eyes,
My sense never dies.
You imprison me as you are pretty,
For you! I can't forget my duty.
Give me the key,
To open the door and escape away.
I am alone in your jail,
just see the sparrow's tail.
Standing on the metal window
Come here the sparrow, It's narrow.
You may be my friend in a day,
I have no cunning, i have no way.
Oh Who can speak the language of birds? ,
I get lost! i have no trends
Another sparrow come to my narrow place
Flying! ! we are face to face
Come to pick the little rice,
I like them, no surprise.
I listen to their tweet,
They are nice, they are sweet.
Stay,  don't wait.
The two lovers desert the jail
I am alone my hope is to fail
I call them to carry my letter
bye! They fly out! ! They are there better'
Who can make the door open?
Come! ! my injuries deepen
Come my lover! set me free.
I am hungry! ! Give me fruit of love- tree
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The Ship Must Be Saved.
 
I am married but i am single,
For piety, I never mingle.
Alaah forgives my sins,
The ordeal is too hard,
Hardship is written on my card,
The task is pulling me to a yard.
Oh Allah for me! Wipe out this ordeal.
None but you, I can appeal.
We are created to worship,
I am about to sink! Allah save my ship.
My ship must be saved,
As long as the sea route is paved.
Allah! ! remove this predicamment,
Give me push and movement.
I am so weak,
My heart may break.
I exsist in the universe,
Without your inspiration, I can't write a verse.
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The Soft Wind
 
The soft wind is my friend,
It blows again, it has no end.
I am walking beside the Nile beach,
The soft breeze comes to beautify and teach.
It's sent by The Merciful,
On a hot day, it's helpful.
I walk passing every sweet couple,
Old man walks on pavement but i can double.
I sit to enjoy The Nile natural scene,
I feel fresh air where I have been.
I see the green park,
Pleasant light penetrates the dark.
Here' the pavement, children play with toys,
They come and go, the two little boys.
The kitten comes under my chair,
White like angel.It's fair.
for its lovely whiteness, I can't bear! !
Come Kitten, we can be friend,
Close friendship, we can tend.
I say'goodbye' to trees, greenness and the park,
Tomorrow I'll n may be good mark
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The Syrian Revolution
 
The pen has no ink,
The glass has no drink,
The body has no blood,
but there is one God.
 
Now, the presidents are kings,
The birds have no wings.
Dirty eagle eat their meat
no battle, they are proud, they beat,
The laws of forest spread,
So-called lion come to bread
The lion is sucking merciless,
Cruelty, he is heartless.
kill creatures everywhere,
People have no guilt to swear,
We can't have flowers to smell
Tyrant 's proverb I will pay the bill
Kill the innocent goats
Here liberty floats
No, Destroy all boats.
Honey promises fades away
The tyrant king runs away.
Life has up and down
Egyptian said 'Step down'
Syrians lay the soul down
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The Way To Goodness
 
Allah prevails  fair in everywhere,
For unfair, We can't bear.
Allah forgive us, We commit sin
Rectify our soul is to begin
You ban oppression.
We are in depression
Allah replaces depression with goodness.
We go astray with madness.
Allah prevails forgiveness
We want to live in peace
We want to plant trees
Allah wipes out criminals
We can't see people of precious minerals.
Criminals want to miss the mark,
Allah gives us light in the dark.
We need charity
Leave us 'diversity'
Allah ruins the Satan.
We seek your Eden
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To My Sister
 
Thank you my lovely sister,
Your white heart is brighter.
Thank you so much,
For your heart I can touch.
fast, fast fast, fast,
come and enter my heart.
For your affection, I can start,
We are a unit, I can't depart.
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Touch My Heart
 
Hard talk is not my aim,
Why do you blame?
I have a dream,
a hope or beam
I am a romantic,
but i don't sell phantom,
My mind sometimes precedes my emotion,
My heart has always revolution.
Please, don't evoke,
For the heart that broke.
Come to touch my heart,
My heart may be your part,
You are a woman of art.
Again our love is about to start,
Please, don't leave or depart.
Don't wear your sunglasses,
My heart agitate when your shadow passes
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Two Lovely Sisters
 
I have two faithful sisters,
I have two splendid flowers.
For me, the are higher than a tower,
With them I've spent lovely hour.
My emotion and loyalty I shall scarify
My heart can tend to them! Don't ask me why?
Laying on my bed,
They are in my head.
Forgive me i 've made a mistake,
They mitigate my ache.
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Virtue Will Sustain And Remain
 
Allah! enter me your paradise
Wash my sins with water and ice.
I don't have any device,
Allah i need advice,
Your paradise deserves the best price,
Whatever i repent once or twice
You give me forgiveness in spite of my vice.
Recover me! I am ill
I can't bear to hear the hell,
Quran is the best book to tell
I can't watch a man who can kill
Allah you ban us to quarrel,
Allah shelters us from the devil
The Satan has a wicked will,
Pour  seduction and fill.
He is discarded from mercy of God
The devil is running in a dropp pf blood.
Truth and honest are against superstition
Faith and prayers mean salvation.
Allah! ! You are nearer more our vein.
Allah supports the poor who complain
Allah, help us with goodness and rain,
We need to purify again and again,
virtue will sustain and remain
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We Can't Buy Happiness.
 
Wherever I go, I see sadness,
Could I buy happiness?
I have riches,
For giety, who can reaches?
The good soul inspires body,
The bad soul make it muddy.
What a pity!
People forget duty.
Charity begins at home,
Goodness isn't foam.
Allah! ! You are merciful
support  who are peaciful.
Allah! ! we need you to inspire,
To escape from evilness and fire.
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What A Wonderful Hour!
 
I write a poem for her man,
Showing her love, he can't ban.
He rides his white horse,
enthusiasm, pushes it with force
The horse runs like wind
His friend wishes a happy end,
Trees and flowers are flourish. It's shady
The friend sees his beautiful lady.
Hi come! come my baby.
He is  horse agitates
Lucky day, he advocates.
Nothing is heard except heartbeats.
Blood is pulsing in vein.
The sky is gloomy.It is about to rain.
He softly holds her hand.
The sparrows pip like a band
lovely day! his wife 's behind his back.
The bees fly from flower to flower
Happy day! What a wonderful hour!
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White Heart
 
Your heart is white like ice,
Telling the truth is your device.
I admire you 're plain,
so, i can't complain.
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Who Supports The True Heart?
 
The last pharaoh is about to disappear,
We have no oppression or feare.
When ignorance prevails,
The dictator will have affairs.
The logic escapes from the mind,
Super station is the fatal thing we find.
Eat and drink 'is to live, '
Deprive knowledge is to give
Having blackness can domain,
Kill science and disdain.
Who supports the true heart?
Who can put the horse  in front of the cart.?
Faith, faith is the only fact,
Behave, behave and act.
Faith and science are twins,
Take my books and pens.
Understand is an appeal,
Drink knowledge and heal.
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World Of Imagination
 
You are pushing me to write poetry,
calmness comes to my moment of liberty,
I am like a child who gets a present,
I borrow wings for a moment.
To fly in the world of imagination,
My heart is white in purification.
To love all honest who are helpful,
To fly with birds who are trustful.
Can you come and fly with me?
Would you give me honey if you were a bee!
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You Are Mine
 
happy new year,
for my fried who is dear,
far away but for my heart he is near.
All my poems i share,
All lovely words i declare.
Could he forget my face?
I always remember his grace.
I am prod to say
'Seeing you, it's sweet day'
You are my true friend regardless of error,
You are mine, if i see myself in the mirror
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You Are The Essence Of Entity
 
For your love, I 'll suffer,
Without you, life can differ.
For your chest, I long,
Take me to your bossom and prolong.
I am not a man without your feminity.
You are the essence of entity.
Life is sweet as long you exsist,
Your charming, I can't resist.
Listen to my heartbeat
For you I behave well and treat.
True Gentlewoman, I am a genteel.
Take my heart and steal.
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Your Cries
 
May Allah put you in the paradise,
For Gaza, one step is the best prize
May Allah double your appraise
For your hardship or your cries.
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Your Tableau
 
To draw your picture while escaping
I want to have tools of painting?
May be good painter?
For your tableau, I'm good defender
Now I have  good desire
for her picture i am to inspire
I hold the brush, I mix the colour,
My mind! ! Stop that fire
For her eyes, I put the green clour
Fancy! leads me to beautify,
Come! my brush to identify.
She is thin and tall
Drawing well is my goal.
My eyes seek you in real
Whatever i draw
For reality I can't flow.
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